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WEEK 4: Sunday, 19 January - Saturday, 25 January 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
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Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-01-19 0555 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 

in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-01-19 0800 Drama Dil Dhadakne Do

On a cruise to celebrate their parents' 30th wedding anniversary, a brother 

and sister deal with the impact of family considerations on their romantic 

lives.

INDIA
Hindi-60; English-

40
2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-01-19 1110 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 

handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-01-19 1310 History Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world’s first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings 

of Vincent van Gogh to life to tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film, 

totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 125 professional oil-

painters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in 

Poland and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND English-100 2017 RPT M a 

2020-01-19 1455 Comedy Love And Peace

Tokyo, summer of 2015. Ryoichi Suzuki (played by Hiroki Hasegawa) works for 

a company that sells musical instrument components. A failed rock musician, 

his life is frustrating and miserable. He likes a colleague, Yuko Terashima 

(played by Kumiko Aso), but he is too timid to talk to her.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-01-19 1710 Science Fiction The Fifth Element
Future

Films

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a 

flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, 

which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, 

a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy 

the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich. 

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y

2020-01-19 1930 Comedy Son Of Rambow

In 1980s England, schoolboys Will Proudfoot (Bill Milner) and Lee Carter (Will 

Poulter) meet by chance in a hallway. Though the boys are polar opposites, 

and Lee asks Will to help him make a homemade action movie, inspired by 

Sylvester Stallone's hit, 'Rambo: First Blood'. Will, who lives in a strict religious 

environment, is only too happy to oblige his new friend.

FRANCE English-100 2007 RPT PG v Y

2020-01-19 2115 Action Adventure Let The Bullets Fly

This fast-paced action film starring Chow Yun-Fat is one of the highest grossing 

domestic movies in Chinese film history. Set during the violent 1920s, 

notorious bandit chief Zhang descends upon a remote provincial town posing 

as its new mayor. He stole the identity from another con artist, and soon finds 

himself in a deadly battle of wits and brutality. Directed by and stars Jiang 

Wen, and also stars Ge You.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2010 RPT MA v Y



2020-01-19 2350 Thriller The Baader Meinhof Complex

Director Uli Edel explores a dark period in German history with this drama 

detailing the story of the Red Army Faction, a left-wing terrorist organisation 

that became increasingly active in the late 1960s and '70s. Also known as the 

Baader-Meinhof Group, the faction was formed by the radicalised children of 

the Nazi generation with the intended goal of battling Western imperialism 

and the West German establishment. Nominated for the 2009 Oscar for Best 

Foreign Language Film. Stars Moritz Bleibtreu, Martina Gedeck and Bruno 

Ganz.

GERMANY German-100 2008 RPT MA l n v Y Y

2020-01-19 2635 Thriller Fishing Without Nets

Abdi is a principled young fisherman with generations of fishing in his blood. 

But now the nearby waters are polluted and fish are scarce. Struggling to 

support his young family, he is lured into the perilous world of piracy. While 

his wife and baby wait for him in Yeman, an outdated satellite phone is his 

only connection to all he truly values. Abdi and his fellow pirates hit the 

treacherous high seas and capture a French oil tanker, demanding a hefty 

ransom. During the long and tense wait for the cash to arrive, Abdi forges a 

tentative friendship with one of the hostages. When things take a turn for the 

worse, Abdi must make dramatic choices to determine his course.

USA

Somali-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2014 RPT MA v Y

2020-01-19 2840 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-01-20 0640 Comedy Love And Peace

Tokyo, summer of 2015. Ryoichi Suzuki (played by Hiroki Hasegawa) works for 

a company that sells musical instrument components. A failed rock musician, 

his life is frustrating and miserable. He likes a colleague, Yuko Terashima 

(played by Kumiko Aso), but he is too timid to talk to her.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-01-20 0850 Comedy Son Of Rambow

In 1980s England, schoolboys Will Proudfoot (Bill Milner) and Lee Carter (Will 

Poulter) meet by chance in a hallway. Though the boys are polar opposites, 

and Lee asks Will to help him make a homemade action movie, inspired by 

Sylvester Stallone's hit, 'Rambo: First Blood'. Will, who lives in a strict religious 

environment, is only too happy to oblige his new friend.

FRANCE English-100 2007 RPT PG v Y

2020-01-20 1035 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 

in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-01-20 1240 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 

handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-01-20 1440 Drama Dil Dhadakne Do

On a cruise to celebrate their parents' 30th wedding anniversary, a brother 

and sister deal with the impact of family considerations on their romantic 

lives.

INDIA
Hindi-60; English-

40
2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-01-20 1750 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG



2020-01-20 1950 Comedy Alibi.Com

Greg founded a company called Alibi.com that creates any type of alibi. With 

his associate, Augustin, and Medhi his new employee, they devise 

unstoppable stratagems and stagings to cover their clients.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-01-20 2130 Martial Arts Drunken Master

Lunar

New 

Year

Wong Fei-Hong's father has been trying to teach him king-fu, but has found 

him too disobedient to teach. He sends him off to his uncle, a cruel and 

torturous master of the 8-Drunken Genii kung-fu. After much suffering, the 

son comes back to rescue the father from an assassin who has previously 

humiliated Naughty Panther.

CHINA Cantonese-100 1978 RPT M v Y

2020-01-20 2330 Action Adventure Let The Bullets Fly

This fast-paced action film starring Chow Yun-Fat is one of the highest grossing 

domestic movies in Chinese film history. Set during the violent 1920s, 

notorious bandit chief Zhang descends upon a remote provincial town posing 

as its new mayor. He stole the identity from another con artist, and soon finds 

himself in a deadly battle of wits and brutality. Directed by and stars Jiang 

Wen, and also stars Ge You.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2010 RPT MA v Y

2020-01-20 2605 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 

2020-01-20 2750 Drama Dil Dhadakne Do

On a cruise to celebrate their parents' 30th wedding anniversary, a brother 

and sister deal with the impact of family considerations on their romantic 

lives.

INDIA
Hindi-60; English-

40
2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-01-21 0700 Comedy Traffic
An eccentric inventor takes his 'revolutionary' camping-car to a car show in 

Amsterdam.
FRANCE

French-33.34; 

Dutch-33.33; 

English-33.33

1971 RPT G Y

2020-01-21 0850 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 

2020-01-21 1035 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-01-21 1235 Comedy Alibi.Com

Greg founded a company called Alibi.com that creates any type of alibi. With 

his associate, Augustin, and Medhi his new employee, they devise 

unstoppable stratagems and stagings to cover their clients.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-01-21 1415 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy 

Award® nominee Diane Lane as a Hollywood producer’s wife who 

unexpectedly takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense of self 

and her joie de vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to 

a successfully driven but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds 

herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris with a business associate of her 

husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a 

journey of discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, 

wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; 

French-20
2016 RPT PG Y Y

2020-01-21 1555 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a 



2020-01-21 1745 Comedy Son Of Rambow

In 1980s England, schoolboys Will Proudfoot (Bill Milner) and Lee Carter (Will 

Poulter) meet by chance in a hallway. Though the boys are polar opposites, 

and Lee asks Will to help him make a homemade action movie, inspired by 

Sylvester Stallone's hit, 'Rambo: First Blood'. Will, who lives in a strict religious 

environment, is only too happy to oblige his new friend.

FRANCE English-100 2007 RPT PG v Y

2020-01-21 1930 Drama Closer To The Moon

A Romanian police officer teams up with a small crew of old friends from the 

World War II Jewish Resistance to pull off a heist by convincing everyone at 

the scene of the crime that they are only filming a movie.

ITALY English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-01-21 2135 Martial Arts Ip Man

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as the eminent Wing Chun martial arts grandmaster, Yip 

Man, who was renowned for teaching Bruce Lee the secrets of the art he 

became famous for. Winner of Best Picture and Best Action Choreography at 

the 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Simon 

Yam and Siu-Wong Fan.

HONG KONG

Mandarin-33.34; 

Cantonese-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2008 RPT M v Y

2020-01-21 2335 Comedy Alibi.Com

Greg founded a company called Alibi.com that creates any type of alibi. With 

his associate, Augustin, and Medhi his new employee, they devise 

unstoppable stratagems and stagings to cover their clients.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-01-21 2515 Thriller Fishing Without Nets

Abdi is a principled young fisherman with generations of fishing in his blood. 

But now the nearby waters are polluted and fish are scarce. Struggling to 

support his young family, he is lured into the perilous world of piracy. While 

his wife and baby wait for him in Yeman, an outdated satellite phone is his 

only connection to all he truly values. Abdi and his fellow pirates hit the 

treacherous high seas and capture a French oil tanker, demanding a hefty 

ransom. During the long and tense wait for the cash to arrive, Abdi forges a 

tentative friendship with one of the hostages. When things take a turn for the 

worse, Abdi must make dramatic choices to determine his course.

USA

Somali-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2014 RPT MA v Y

2020-01-21 2715 Romance Young And Beautiful

Acclaimed director François Ozon helms this erotic tale of sexual awakening. 

After losing her virginity, 17-year-old budding beauty Isabelle takes up a secret 

life as a call girl, meeting her older gentlemen clients for erotic hotel room 

trysts. Throughout, she remains curiously aloof, showing little interest in the 

encounters themselves or the money she makes, while Ozon slyly refrains 

from offering easy answers. As the enigmatic Isabelle, Marine Vacth is 

magnetic, delivering a star-making breakout performance in this sleek and 

sexy coming-of-age drama.

FRANCE
French-50; 

German-50
2013 RPT MA a l n s Y

2020-01-22 0500 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2020-01-22 0645 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy 

Award® nominee Diane Lane as a Hollywood producer’s wife who 

unexpectedly takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense of self 

and her joie de vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to 

a successfully driven but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds 

herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris with a business associate of her 

husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a 

journey of discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, 

wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; 

French-20
2016 RPT PG Y Y



2020-01-22 0830 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves 

lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic 

powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very 

existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96; 

English-2; Russian-

2

2014 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-22 1010 Thriller Death Defying Acts
On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with 

a psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-22 1200 Drama Closer To The Moon

A Romanian police officer teams up with a small crew of old friends from the 

World War II Jewish Resistance to pull off a heist by convincing everyone at 

the scene of the crime that they are only filming a movie.

ITALY English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-01-22 1405 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 

2020-01-22 1550 Comedy Traffic
An eccentric inventor takes his 'revolutionary' camping-car to a car show in 

Amsterdam.
FRANCE

French-33.34; 

Dutch-33.33; 

English-33.33

1971 RPT G Y

2020-01-22 1735 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 

knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 

people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But 

before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest 

fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ 

handsome but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2020-01-22 1930 Biography Breathe

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young 

Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and 

swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he 

works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which 

leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a 

respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a Y

2020-01-22 2140 Martial Arts Ip Man 2

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as Ip Man in this brilliantly choreographed kung fu film. It's 

1949, and Ip Man has movede to Hong Kong in order to propagate his Wing 

Chun style. However, he faces rivalry from other martial artists, including the 

local Hung Gar master. Ip Man must fight to win his place among the ranks. 

Winner of the Best Action Choreography award at the 2011 Hong Kong Film 

Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Lynn Hung, Simon Yam and 

Sammo Hung. 

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2010 RPT M v Y

2020-01-22 2340 Drama Closer To The Moon

A Romanian police officer teams up with a small crew of old friends from the 

World War II Jewish Resistance to pull off a heist by convincing everyone at 

the scene of the crime that they are only filming a movie.

ITALY English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-01-22 2545 Biography Breathe

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young 

Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and 

swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he 

works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which 

leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a 

respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a Y



2020-01-22 2750 Martial Arts Ip Man

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as the eminent Wing Chun martial arts grandmaster, Yip 

Man, who was renowned for teaching Bruce Lee the secrets of the art he 

became famous for. Winner of Best Picture and Best Action Choreography at 

the 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Simon 

Yam and Siu-Wong Fan.

HONG KONG

Mandarin-33.34; 

Cantonese-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2008 RPT M v Y

2020-01-23 0555 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2020-01-23 0725 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-23 0855 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 

knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 

people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But 

before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest 

fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ 

handsome but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2020-01-23 1045 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Eleanor Coppola’s narrative directorial and screenwriting debut stars Academy 

Award® nominee Diane Lane as a Hollywood producer’s wife who 

unexpectedly takes a trip through France, which reawakens her sense of self 

and her joie de vivre. Anne (Lane) is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to 

a successfully driven but inattentive movie producer (Alec Baldwin), she finds 

herself taking a car trip from Cannes to Paris with a business associate of her 

husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into a 

journey of discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, 

wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; 

French-20
2016 RPT PG Y Y

2020-01-23 1225 Martial Arts Ip Man

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as the eminent Wing Chun martial arts grandmaster, Yip 

Man, who was renowned for teaching Bruce Lee the secrets of the art he 

became famous for. Winner of Best Picture and Best Action Choreography at 

the 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Simon 

Yam and Siu-Wong Fan.

HONG KONG

Mandarin-33.34; 

Cantonese-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2008 RPT M v Y

2020-01-23 1425 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2020-01-23 1615 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves 

lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic 

powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very 

existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96; 

English-2; Russian-

2

2014 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-23 1755 Thriller Death Defying Acts
On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with 

a psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y



2020-01-23 1945 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 

pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 

be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-23 2130 Martial Arts Ip Man 3

Lunar

New 

Year

When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer (Mike 

Tyson) make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand. 

Fists will fly as some of the most incredible fight scenes ever filmed play out 

on the big screen in this soon-to-be genre classic.

CHINA
Cantonese-95; 

English-5
2015

2020-01-23 2325 Biography Breathe

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young 

Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and 

swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he 

works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which 

leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a 

respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a Y

2020-01-23 2540 Thriller Fishing Without Nets

Abdi is a principled young fisherman with generations of fishing in his blood. 

But now the nearby waters are polluted and fish are scarce. Struggling to 

support his young family, he is lured into the perilous world of piracy. While 

his wife and baby wait for him in Yeman, an outdated satellite phone is his 

only connection to all he truly values. Abdi and his fellow pirates hit the 

treacherous high seas and capture a French oil tanker, demanding a hefty 

ransom. During the long and tense wait for the cash to arrive, Abdi forges a 

tentative friendship with one of the hostages. When things take a turn for the 

worse, Abdi must make dramatic choices to determine his course.

USA

Somali-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2014 RPT MA v Y

2020-01-23 2745 Martial Arts Ip Man 2

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as Ip Man in this brilliantly choreographed kung fu film. It's 

1949, and Ip Man has movede to Hong Kong in order to propagate his Wing 

Chun style. However, he faces rivalry from other martial artists, including the 

local Hung Gar master. Ip Man must fight to win his place among the ranks. 

Winner of the Best Action Choreography award at the 2011 Hong Kong Film 

Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Lynn Hung, Simon Yam and 

Sammo Hung. 

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2010 RPT M v Y

2020-01-24 0545 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves 

lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic 

powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very 

existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96; 

English-2; Russian-

2

2014 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-24 0725 Thriller Death Defying Acts
On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with 

a psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y



2020-01-24 0910 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, 

Florrie Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2020-01-24 1055 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 

pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 

be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-24 1240 Martial Arts Ip Man 2

Lunar

New 

Year

Donnie Yen stars as Ip Man in this brilliantly choreographed kung fu film. It's 

1949, and Ip Man has movede to Hong Kong in order to propagate his Wing 

Chun style. However, he faces rivalry from other martial artists, including the 

local Hung Gar master. Ip Man must fight to win his place among the ranks. 

Winner of the Best Action Choreography award at the 2011 Hong Kong Film 

Awards. Directed by Wilson Yip and also stars Lynn Hung, Simon Yam and 

Sammo Hung. 

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2010 RPT M v Y

2020-01-24 1440 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but 

now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes 

knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski 

chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh 

people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim 

discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the 

end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But 

before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest 

fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’ 

handsome but apparently unavailable son.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2020-01-24 1630 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-24 1800 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2020-01-24 1930 Drama Coming Home

Lunar

New 

Year

Lu Yanshi (Chen Daoming) and Feng Wanyu (Gong Li) are a devoted couple 

forced to separate when Lu is arrested and sent to a labour camp as a political 

prisoner, just as his wife is injured in an accident. Released during the last days 

of the Cultural Revolution, he finally returns home only to find that his 

beloved wife has amnesia and remembers little of her past. Unable to 

recognise Lu, she patiently waits for her husband's return. A stranger alone in 

the heart of his broken family, Lu Yanshi determines to resurrect their past 

together and reawaken his wife's memory.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015



2020-01-24 2130 Action Adventure Red Cliff - Part 1

Lunar

New 

Year

The first chapter of legendary director John Woo's two-part action epic 

centring on politics and war in 3rd century China. Scheming and manipulative 

prime minister Cao Cao is attempting to unify the country, and in doing so 

overthrow the authority of a young and politically impotent emperor. Winner 

of five 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Stars Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro and 

Fengyi Zhang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT MAV v Y

2020-01-24 2410 Romance Young And Beautiful

Acclaimed director François Ozon helms this erotic tale of sexual awakening. 

After losing her virginity, 17-year-old budding beauty Isabelle takes up a secret 

life as a call girl, meeting her older gentlemen clients for erotic hotel room 

trysts. Throughout, she remains curiously aloof, showing little interest in the 

encounters themselves or the money she makes, while Ozon slyly refrains 

from offering easy answers. As the enigmatic Isabelle, Marine Vacth is 

magnetic, delivering a star-making breakout performance in this sleek and 

sexy coming-of-age drama.

FRANCE
French-50; 

German-50
2013 RPT MA a l n s Y

2020-01-24 2550 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, 

Florrie Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2020-01-24 2735 Martial Arts Ip Man 3

Lunar

New 

Year

When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer (Mike 

Tyson) make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand. 

Fists will fly as some of the most incredible fight scenes ever filmed play out 

on the big screen in this soon-to-be genre classic.

CHINA
Cantonese-95; 

English-5
2015 RPT

2020-01-25 0535 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 

pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 

be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2020-01-25 0720 Biography Forever Enthralled

Lunar

New 

Year

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2020-01-25 1000 Drama Coming Home

Lunar

New 

Year

Lu Yanshi (Chen Daoming) and Feng Wanyu (Gong Li) are a devoted couple 

forced to separate when Lu is arrested and sent to a labour camp as a political 

prisoner, just as his wife is injured in an accident. Released during the last days 

of the Cultural Revolution, he finally returns home only to find that his 

beloved wife has amnesia and remembers little of her past. Unable to 

recognise Lu, she patiently waits for her husband's return. A stranger alone in 

the heart of his broken family, Lu Yanshi determines to resurrect their past 

together and reawaken his wife's memory.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT



2020-01-25 1200 Martial Arts Ip Man 3

Lunar

New 

Year

When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer (Mike 

Tyson) make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand. 

Fists will fly as some of the most incredible fight scenes ever filmed play out 

on the big screen in this soon-to-be genre classic.

CHINA
Cantonese-95; 

English-5
2015 RPT

2020-01-25 1355 Fantasy Uproar In Heaven
The mischievous Monkey King acquires the famed As-You-Will Gold-Banded 

Cudgel, and goes up against the might of the Jade Emperor.
CHINA Mandarin-100 1963 RPT PG a v Y

2020-01-25 1540 Drama The Nightingale

Zhigen, an old Chinese farmer,has lived alone in Beijing for over 20 years after 

moving to the city to allow his son Chongyi to attend university. He decides to 

make the long journey from Beijing to Yangshuo to honour the promise he 

made to his wife to bring back the bird that has been his only companion in 

the city.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2013 RPT G Y

2020-01-25 1735 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG v Y

2020-01-25 1930 Action Adventure Kung Fu Hustle

Lunar

New 

Year

In Shanghai in the 1940s, residents of a poor community fight back when they 

are invaded by the notorious Axe Gang. This is a kung fu comedy full of action 

and mixed with The Matrix-like scenes. Nominated for a 2006 Golden Globe 

for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by and stars Stephen Chow. Also stars 

Yuen Wah, Yuen Qiu and Lam Tze-Chung.

CHINA
Cantonese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2004 RPT M v Y

2020-01-25 2125 Action Adventure Red Cliff - Part 2

Lunar

New 

Year

The final chapter of legendary director John Woo's two-part action epic 

centring on politics and war in 3rd century China. Scheming and manipulative 

Prime Minister Cao Cao is attempting to unify the country, and in doing so 

overthrow the authority of a young and politically impotent Emperor. Winner 

of five 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Stars Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro and 

Fengyi Zhang. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT MAV v Y

2020-01-25 2400 Action Adventure Mulan

Lunar

New 

Year

When the country is threatened, the Emperor issues a decree that all families 

must defend their homeland against the invaders. Mulan, a young girl from a 

family without a male heir, disguises herself as a man to save her aging father 

from the horrors of the battlefield. Her remarkable courage in an all-male 

army made her a true leader, playing a critical role in defending the nation in a 

time of war.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2009 RPT M v Y

2020-01-25 2600 Action Adventure Red Cliff - Part 1

Lunar

New 

Year

The first chapter of legendary director John Woo's two-part action epic 

centring on politics and war in 3rd century China. Scheming and manipulative 

prime minister Cao Cao is attempting to unify the country, and in doing so 

overthrow the authority of a young and politically impotent emperor. Winner 

of five 2009 Hong Kong Film Awards. Stars Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro and 

Fengyi Zhang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT MAV v Y

2020-01-25 2845 Drama The Nightingale

Lunar

New 

Year

Zhigen, an old Chinese farmer,has lived alone in Beijing for over 20 years after 

moving to the city to allow his son Chongyi to attend university. He decides to 

make the long journey from Beijing to Yangshuo to honour the promise he 

made to his wife to bring back the bird that has been his only companion in 

the city.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2013 RPT G Y


